


You strive for perfection. So do we.
Every Miyazawa flute is a fusion of time-tested traditional techniques and 

groundbreaking advancements, handcrafted to meet your highest expectations. 

Our consistent quality is matched by a commitment to choice. Your instrument 

will be customized to match your playing style. Play a Miyazawa and feel the 

freedom to communicate your natural musical voice.

Miyazawa is more than a flute, it’s a community. You’ll find Miyazawa flutists 

wherever you play—throughout the world and close to home. They are proud to 

play a Miyazawa and we are proud to welcome them into our community. Join us 

online at www.miyazawa.de to celebrate their achievements.



You strive for perfection. So do we.



You’ve worked hard to create 

Your ideal sound. Finding 

Your ideal Flute is much easier. 

with six handcraFted models, 

each completelY customizable, 

miYazawa trulY has a Flute 

that’s made For You.

Type 2 models 

The ultimate handmade flute is 

available in eight stunning metals: 

sterling silver, britannia silver,  

gold-silver alloy, 9k gold, 14k gold,  

18k gold, 24k gold and platinum. 

French-style pointed tonearms. 

Soldered toneholes.

Brögger System™, the world’s most 

advanced mechanical design, standard. 

Britannia silver tubing available. 

Heavy-wall tubing (0.42mm and 

0.45mm) available in sterling silver 

and britannia silver.

Type 1 silver

Handmade flute with sterling 

silver headjoint, body, footjoint 

and key mechanism. French-

style pointed tonearms. Drawn 

toneholes, pinless left-hand 

mechanism. 

Brögger System™ available, 

Partial Brögger System™ 

available, Straubinger Pads 

available. Britannia silver tubing 

available. Heavy-wall tubing 

(0.42mm and 0.45mm) available in 

sterling silver and brittania silver.



402 series

Handmade flute with sterling 

silver headjoint, body and 

footjoint. Silver plated nickel 

silver key-mechanism with  

French-style pointed tonearms. 

Drawn toneholes, pinless left-

hand mechanism.

Brögger System™ available, 

Partial Brögger System™ 

available, Straubinger Pads 

available. Heavy-wall tubing 

(0.42mm and 0.45mm) available 

in sterling silver and britannia 

silver.

202 series  

Handmade flute with sterling 

silver headjoint, silver plated 

nickel silver body and footjoint. 

Silver plated nickel silver 

key-mechanism with French-

style pointed tonearms. Drawn 

toneholes, pinless left-hand 

mechanism. 

Partial Brögger System™ 

available, Straubinger Pads 

available. Britannia silver 

headjoint available.

102 series

Handmade flute with sterling 

silver lip plate and riser.  

Silver plated nickel silver 

headjoint, body and footjoint. 

Silver plated nickel silver 

key-mechanism with French-

style pointed tonearms. Drawn 

toneholes, pinless left-hand 

mechanism. 

Partial Brögger System™ 

available.

Alto Flutes

The Miyazawa handcrafted alto 

flute combines an exceptionally 

responsive headjoint with keys 

spaced for optimal comfort 

and effortless performance. 

Grenadilla inserts on the 

contact point of every key for 

enhanced security. Miyazawa 

alto flute is the choice of 

professional symphony players 

worldwide.





At Miyazawa we are 
devoted to the details.
For your best performance, you demand a lot from 

yourself. Don’t settle for any less from your flutemaker. 

Every Miyazawa flute is meticulously handcrafted to 

meet our exacting standards and your precise needs.

Choose with confidence when you choose Miyazawa. 

Customize your sound and response with the 

industry ’s most comprehensive selection of metals 

and headjoint styles. Select a headjoint as unique 

as you are and rest assured you will be getting an 

instrument rich with tonal colors and dynamic in its 

responsiveness. For the most personal element of your 

flute, the power of choice is truly yours.

You’ll find quality in every aspect of a Miyazawa flute 

including these notable advancements:

•	the	pinless	left	hand	mechanism,	partial	Brögger	

System™ and the Brögger System™ for more stable 

adjustments and the elimination of binding from 

traditional pinned mechanisms,

•	cold-forged	keys—much	stronger	and	more	reliable	than	

keys created through outdated heat-casting methods 

which compromise metal integrity,

•	 flat-bottom	key	cups,	providing	a	superior,	consistent	

surface where pads are seated, designed specifically 

for Straubinger Pads. Not all flute mechanisms have 

the precision to benefit from these advanced pads—

Miyazawa does.





You’re looking for an edge. Find it with Miyazawa’s exclusive 

Brögger System™. Designed by famed flutemaker Johan Brögger, 

the Brögger System™ features an innovative pinless mechanism 

allowing precise adjustments and spring tension balance of each 

individual key, resulting in a more even, effortless feel for the 

flutist. The elimination of pins reduces friction and wear between 

moving parts. A sleek one-piece rod and kicker construction creates 

a stronger, more stable and precise mechanism. 

You’ll find comfort with a Miyazawa. Ergonomically designed 

for a natural fit in the flutist’s hand, the Brögger Thumb Key 

Mechanism™ reduces hand fatigue. The relocated thumb-key post 

enables smoother, more secure playing. Traditional thumb key 

mechanisms require flat springs which contact the body tubing of 

the flute causing friction and wear. The innovative Brögger Thumb 

Key Mechanism™ uses the same springs found on the mainline 

keys, significantly reducing wear. 

The Brögger System™ advances centuries of flute design, 

creating faster, more responsive key action and incredibly smooth 

mechanical function, letting your natural abilities shine through.



Your flute is a reflection of you.
You won’t settle for just any flute, you need the right flute. A Miyazawa can be tailored to your 

precise needs. Make your flute an extension of your voice with any of these enhancements.

Ornamental Engraving

Elegant and refined, ornamental engraving enhances 

the beauty of the instrument and is available on the 

lip plate, mechanism, crown and rings.

C# and D# Rollers

Facilitate movement between the C# and D# 

keys of the footjoint, an often challenging area 

for even the most accomplished flutists. 

E Mechanism

This mechanism ensures tonal stability of the 

high E, secure attacks and smooth slurs between 

the third octave A and E. 

C# Trill

The versatile C# trill key simplifies many awkward 

trill and tremolo fingerings and dramatically 

improves pitch and clarity when playing open C#.

High E Facilitator

An effective, economical alternative to the split E, 

the facilitator improves the response of the flute’s 

high E without adversely affecting other notes. 

Offset G Keys

Personalize the fit of your flute for the most 

comfortable left wrist and hand position with 

no pitch or tonal differences. 

Inline G Keys

B Footjoint

Choice of low C or low B footjoint on every 

model. The high C facilitator “gizmo” is standard 

on each Miyazawa B footjoint. 

C Footjoint



Your flute is a reflection of you.
STAnDARD SPECIFICATIOnS

Handmade     

Sterling Silver Headjoint     

Sterling Silver Body and Footjoint     

Sterling Silver Mechanism     

Drawn Toneholes     

Soldered Toneholes 	 	 	 	 

Pitch A=442 and A=444     

Open Holes or Closed Holes     

Inline or Offset G     

C or B Footjoint    	 

French-style Pointed Tonearms     

Pinless Left-Hand Mechanism     

     

OPTIOnAL EnHAnCEMEnTS

Brögger System™     

Partial Brögger System™     

E-mechanism on Offset G     

E-machanism on Inline G 	 	   

High E Facilitator     

C# Trill Key     

D# Footjoint Roller     

C# Footjoint Roller     

Straubinger Pads     

Britannia Silver Tubing     

Heavy-wall Sterling and Britannia Silver tubing 	   

Gold-Silver (GS) Alloy Tubing     

9k/14k/18k/24k/Platinum Tubing     	
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A Miyazawa is more than a flute,  
it’s a promise of service, quality 
and dependability.

On stage, all eyes are on 

you. Your Miyazawa will be 

there with you. Our dedicated 

Miyazawa flute technicians are 

personally committed to ensuring 

your flute will perform to your 

standards. Every member of the 

Miyazawa team is just one call 

away, ready to give you their 

support and assistance.





Every handcrafted Miyazawa flute is a shared creation, customized specifically 

for you. With a Miyazawa, you will have complete confidence in your instrument 

and in the people who stand behind the name. 

In half a century, Miyazawa has built a reputation of quality craftsmanship and 

astounding innovation. We’ve also built a loyal community of flutists, celebrated 

as a group, powerful in their individuality. We invite you to join them.

For a personal consultation or the 

name of your nearest authorized 

Miyazawa dealer, contact us today.

Visit www.miyazawa.de or email us 

at  miyazawa@meinldistribution.eu.

Your vision. Our personal touch. 





www.miyazawa.de  miyazawa@meinldistribution.eu


